How to get to

*Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers*
*Université Paris 13*

Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers, UMR 7538
Institut Galilée - Université Paris 13
99, Avenue Jean - Baptiste Clément
93430 Villetaneuse
GPS coordinates: 48°57'23.6"N 2°20'29.5"E (48.956561, 2.341525)

Useful phones
- Lab’s main phone: (33)1 49 40 34 00
  Sébastien Chénais: 01 49 40 34 67 / 06 88 91 95 16

How to get to Université Paris 13 from Paris with public transportation

Paris 13 University is outside of Paris (at 2 suburban train stations of Gare du Nord), so you will have to purchase a special ticket, a *standard metro ticket doesn’t work*. Purchase a ticket for “Epinay-Villetaneuse” (zone 3), or a navigo pass (for extended stays)

By suburban train (from Gare du Nord)

Go to *suburban train station* in Paris Gare du Nord (if you arrive there by the suburban train RER B from CDG or Orly airport, you just have to climb the stairs once you get off the train)  
Take one of the trains of the *H line*, on platforms 30 to 36: before getting on the train, check that the train stops at *Epinay-Villetaneuse* station (almost all trains serve this station.) Trains leave approximately every 10 minutes and the ride is 10 minutes long.

At Epinay-Villetaneuse, take a shuttle bus in front of the station (*RATP bus 156*) or walk along the bus path (15 mn walk). All RATP buses waiting just behind the station main exit are shuttle buses with the University as a final stop. Nearby, there are bus stops for bus 15 or bus 356 but they do NOT serve the university !

By tramway T8

It may be a useful alternative if you come from western Paris or Saint-Denis: take *metro line 13* to *Saint-Denis Porte de Paris* then take *tramway T8* until the final stop at *Villetaneuse Université*. From Saint-Lazare station you should take ~ 45 mn to get there. In general, if you come from central Paris, this option takes more time than using suburban trains+shuttle bus.
Once in campus...

If you arrive by shuttle bus and go through the main entrance, leave the main entrance on your right and walk ahead to Institut Galilée. Walk along the main Institut Galilée building (on your right, you should see the sheep on your left) then turn right between two buildings (see map), in front of the cafeteria.

If you come from tram station, walk along the gymnasium (on your left) then turn right after C building (see map).